
Disenfranchising The Messengers

So: You took the money.
And then?
In thrall to huge financing, immediately you hired a surplus of those modern-day 

obligated, if shockingly inexperienced, teacher evaluators.  Unsure of the actual long-term goals 
behind an ever realigning accountability,* quickly you coerced your mushrooming flock of 
evaluators into attendance at an interminable procession of retrainings to sit side by side with 
multiple school-score-identified bad educators.  And there, inside this punitively ordered 
procession of assemblies bent to the methodic dumbing down of educational expectations, you 
induced everybody, new and old, experienced and inexperience, to get on board.

And, then – very unexpectedly?
The answer came.
Mammoth non-differentiated teacher retrainings, retrainings where elementary level 

strategies could be pushed indiscriminately onto employees of every background, conveniently 
revealed an important mass-evaluation principle.  While all educators, even brand-new never-
taught-before greenhorns, were able to grasp simple, uncomplicated strategies such as, say, a 
mandated use of cutely-colorful end-of-lesson exit slips – at the same time?  Brand-new, never-
taught-before, don’t-in-fact-know-what-I’m-doing evaluators could be trained to physically see:

If these same cutely-colorful end-of-lesson exit slips?
Were being used.  

	
 Ah ha.
The dilemma of how to massively evaluate an ever increasing number of irrepressibly 

unique educators had begun to unravel.  Uncomplicated, elementary-level practices adopted by 
the district as being inflexible protocols necessary for all low-income-school educators could 
force teachers to teach in ways that a growing number of inexperienced, what-to-do evaluators 
could mass evaluate.

If, in fact, reform-ordered assessment personnel could be trained, right there alongside 
those so many school-score-identified bad teachers?  Then brand-new, naïvely inexperienced 
evaluators would, ultimately, never have any need to contemplate (nor even own personal 
scruples pertaining to) whether or not the compulsory strategies being forced onto teachers as 
modern-day mandatory routines had any true-life academic value.

In point of fact?
The less that abruptly hired evaluators knew about honestly effective educational 

practices, the better this all-encompassing system of mass evaluation might work.  When, in 
response to humiliatingly simplified expectations, teachers voiced opposition or showed any 
resistance for working with what they believed to be frustratingly ineffectual and harmfully 
dumbed-down academic expectations – well, unhappy teachers like these?

Could now so easily, and so efficiently, be disenfranchised. 
In Big Money days callously bent to the suddenly legislated requirements of a mass 

evaluation, you simply need send out a vigorous succession of structurally trained, if minimally 
experienced, evaluators; taking the form of facilitators, coaches, specialists, testing minions, data 
analysts, curriculum regulators, administrative fixers, area supervisors, assessment managers or 
sundry reform personnel, all could be efficiently trained to believe that any hesitancy against a 
use of belligerently ordered strategies – strategies now promoted as being both research-based 
and compulsory – well any sign of resistance, as this each year escalating supply of 



accountability personnel might be taught to believe, was not only problematic, but 
insubordinately unacceptable.

Teachers who stood in opposition?
Teachers who altered or ignored commands?   
Teachers who avoided a dictated use of weakly ineffectual strategies?
Well, gosh darn it, these teachers were bad.  
All of that flashily promised assessment money; all of that money you had  

enthusiastically acquired and now so faithfully bowed down to – continued its clarion call.  
Continued its relentless demand for an ever more invasive, ever more uncompromising 
evaluative action.  And, in modern days?

Well, in the fast pace of modern days, it was a simple economic truth: 
Money?  
Was never wrong.  
As the “compassionate” funding impatiently attached to an increasingly retaliatory 

accountability might now make crystal clear, the time had come to draw attention to, and 
subsequently eliminate (oh, and wasn’t it frightening to contemplate just how many were out 
there) that always increasing number of intractably bad teachers.

Teachers who resisted. 
Teachers who demanded respect for an individualized experience.
Teachers who insisted upon expressing personal, forthright opinions. 
Teachers who fought to be creative, non-standardized, and outspoken. 
Teachers who, so self-interestedly and obstinately?  	

Elected to remain passionately and irrepressibly unique.

*If, opening our eyes, we allow ourselves to recognize that earliest efforts at closing/reopening schools under the 
invasive theory of a test-score-based reform have not, years later, produced their promised results; if we let 
ourselves understand that, in point of fact, the majority of schools first forcefully closed down and 
invasively“transformed” have been additionally, and sometimes repeatedly, closed down and revamped due (as the 
argument goes) to the continued production of unacceptable test scores; well, then, what is the actual goal of a 
modern-day accountability?  Is it an actual accountability, or simply the lucrative perpetuation of the cycle of 
accountability?


